
Serving 
Our Seniors

Through Thoughtful Partnerships for

Development &  Expansion



In an industry built to honor and support aging family members, the
Concord Development Partners team is committed to creating
thoughtful partnerships for development and expansion of best-in-class
senior living communities.

Overview

This strategic overview is designed to give you insight to our approach on
developing senior living communities that make a difference in
enhancing the lives of seniors nationwide.

It is grounded in our commitment to the management of market risks,
preservation of capital through disciplined investments based on our five  
core competencies

As a team, our work ethics are supported through our own professional
integrity and being as transparent as possible about any potential
opportunity.

We are open to new partnerships who align with our vision and believe in
the value we are building in the senior living industry.

This report will walk you through our approach for navigating the senior
living market, understanding the consumer target demographic, flagship
examples of our work, keys to our success, and partners we value.

Plus, meet our team and advisory board members who are driving our
success in this industry!
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Strong Focus. Our team’s experience and success rate
delivers a unique position to help you capitalize on an
industry with growing demand, innovative approach,
and a bright future.

Performance Comparisons. Combining real estate,
hospitality, and caregiving services, senior living and
care communities have a unique resiliency that we
have experience developing.

Controlled Costs. Through successful relationships with
top contractors, we provide the knowledge and
experience to keep costs controlled without sacrificing
quality.

Targeted Strategy. We are always monitoring changes in
key markets and the latest trends in market demand.

Accelerated Growth. A continued demand for quality
senior housing will grow as the senior population growth
accelerates to 3.4%, from 2021 through 2025.

Our Core Competencies
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& Innovation
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There is no doubt that 2020 is a pivotal year for the senior housing
market. While occupancy rates remained steady entering the first
quarter, by the end of the second quarter the impact of the 2020
pandemic was in full effect.

Industry Impact

According to data from NIC MAP® Data Service (NIC MAP)
provided by the National Investment Center for Seniors Housing
& Care (NIC), senior housing occupancy fell 2.8 percentage
points in the second quarter of 2020. Most likely due to the
economic and health impact of the novel coronavirus pandemic.

While some segments of the industry saw a larger impact on
occupancy, we see the opportunity to showcase the value of
best in class Independent living, Assisted Living, and Memory
Care communities. These best in class communities and care
providers did not see the same impact and continue to navigate
turbulent times while delivering appropriate needs-based care
to residents.

“The worst of the senior housing occupancy decline is
seemingly behind us...” said Chuck Harry, NIC’s chief
operating officer.

At Concord Development Partners, we see the need to create a
positive impact on an industry that continues to uplevel the
services, amenities, and care provided to aging Americans.
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Yes, 2020 has changed our industry, but it hasn’t changed our resiliency. As we step through each new phase, the
Concord Development Partners’ approach stays focused on adapting without compromising quality and safety.

Rethinking & Reshaping the Future

The senior living industry’s ability to navigate the current economic situations while
innovating to find the right solutions for aging adults lies in a developer’s partnership
to understand the upcoming trends.

With a finger on the pulse of new design innovations and technologies along with the
changing priorities of families seeking the right level of care, our partners stay ahead of
the changing industry of a post-COVID world.

Serving Seniors Through Thoughtful
Partnerships
By 2030, anyone born after World War II, from 1946 to 1964, will officially be over 65 and
the first Baby Boomers will be entering their 80’s.

Why is this important?
The senior living industry’s ability to navigate the current economic situations while
innovating to find the right solutions for aging adults lies in a Baby Boomers have been
impacting our society for 70 years. As they enter a new phase of life, their needs for
improved or ongoing care are increasing. However, their expectations for quality of life
most likely won’t change.partnership to understand the upcoming trends.
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As a generation, Baby Boomers set the bar for being innovators, change makers, and expecting best in class
lifestyle. They worked hard to create a society and economic environment that afforded them these expectations.

In retirement and later years, this shouldn’t change.

As they get older, their needs for more care will arrive with them. It is our responsibility
to show up thoughtfully to serve Baby Boomers during their senior years.

With an estimated 10,000 Baby Boomers per day celebrating the next year of their life,
the senior living industry has the opportunity to meet this unmet demand for increased
care. We do this by providing quality care in communities that meet the standards and
expectations of this generation.

We do this by providing options, including technology innovations, focusing on a
continuum of care that won’t disrupt their lifestyle. And we deliver this value through a
quality lifestyle that Baby Boomers never expected from the traditional stereotype of
nursing homes.

Concord Development Partners is a pro-active partner committed to serving the senior
living industry through a thoughtful evaluation process that ensures community
development addresses the quality, standard of living, safety, cleanliness, and activity
needs for the American aging population.

What can we do together to create quality
communities that serve American seniors?
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Our
Company
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Concord Development Partners (CDP) is a privately held real estate
investment and development company based in Scottsdale, Arizona.

Our team is assembled with a focus on investing in and developing
quality Independent Living, Assisted Living, and Memory Care
communities across the United States.

Our passion for developing quality projects and professional investment
strategy allows us to offer the most comprehensive approach to
developing much-needed facilities in underserved communities
throughout select MSAs within California, Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico,
Colorado, Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Missouri, Illinois, Tennessee,
Michigan and Hawaii.

The Concord Development Partners team brings a wealth of experience
to every project. We have a track record for effectively managing
transactions and developments over $500M in asset value. Our team
members have been individually recognized for their key roles in
landmark communities throughout the United States.

This extensive experience gives us the confidence to approach each
development with a strategic perspective for acquiring and developing
the right senior housing projects.

“Concord Development Partners is a growing investment/development
firm that specializes in developing new state-of-the-art facilities with all
the modern amenities needed to meet the unmet demand of the
rapidly growing senior population”

Passion for Quality
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Projects
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Our Development Areas
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MorningStar of Fountain Hills
16800 N Paul Nordin Parkway
Fountain Hills, AZ

MorningStar of Fountain Hills

Urban in-fill opportunity within the downtown core of
Fountain Hills
Opportunity to develop new product with limited and
outdated competition
Strong income/demographics
Ability to rezone and execute construction within 6
months
Project exceeded lease-up forecasts and were able to re-
capitalize the project 2 years before proforma.

Property Information
3.50 Acres
81,800 GSF
91 Units Built in 2016
2 Story/Wood Frame

Business Plan/Opportunities



MorningStar of Fountain Hills
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Park Place – Phase 1
16725 & 16845 Ave of the Founts.
Fountain Hills, AZ

Park Place 1

Urban in-fill opportunity within the downtown core of
Fountain Hills
Opportunity to develop new product with limited and
outdated competition
Strong income/demographics
Ability to rezone and execute construction within 12
months
Project is currently exceeding lease-up assumptions and
shall achieve stabilization ahead of pro-forma.

Property Information
5.41 Acres
293,452 GSF
230 Units Built in 2018
4 Story/Wood Frame

Business Plan/Opportunities



Park Place 1
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MorningStar at Golden Ridge
6735 W Golden Ln
Glendale, AZ

MorningStar at Golden Ridge

Urban in-fill opportunity within good
income/demographics

Allowed use within current zoning

Average age of existing competition is 31 years old

Duplicate design and efficiencies from MS of
Fountain Hills

Second project with MorningStar Senior Living.

Property Information
9.16 Acres
139,750 GSF
144 Units Built in 2019
2 Story/Wood Frame

Business Plan/Opportunities



MorningStar at Golden Ridge
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Our
Investment Strategy

Let us help you bring your project vision from outdated to modern with our world-class
approach to developing senior living communities that deliver what Baby Boomers expect.

Acquire 3.5 to 5.0 acre in-fill urban sites within major
metro markets and within a 5 mile radius of healthcare
facilities and in high income and housing density areas.

Develop projects with an average of 120 units for Class A
Independent, Assisted, and Memory Care senior living
operators, management, and investors.

Partner with industry leading operators to oversee design,
lease-up and operations.

Accumulate and develop a network of independent,
assisted and memory care facilities to fulfill the demand of
the senior living community and care across the country.

Exit Strategy is to sell an accumulated, stabilized
portfolio or single asset to an institution, private equity
group or individual investor within three to five years
after development completion.
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Dining Rooms
Meeting Rooms
Library
Movie Theatre
Bistro
Private Dining

Land or Redevelopment Opportunity 
1 to 5 Acres/or up to 10 Acres 
Zoned to allow senior housing development or the
equivalent 
Entitled, or ability to entitle within 12 months High
Density/Population Growth and Demographics 
Bridge between strong retail corridor and residential

All senior living projects feature an enhanced
amenity package to include:

Fitness Center
Physical Therapy
Beauty/Nail Salon
Pool/Spa
Putting Green
Scheduled Activities & Events
Full- Time Transportation

Acquisition Criteria



Experienced Development Team with proven track record serving
the senior housing industry.

Relationship Focused For Long Term Success to enhance the
livelihood of community residents through high-level care,
functional design, and appropriate amenities space for
entertainment, dining, activities, and caregiving.

Competitive Advantage for Market Penetration with Class A
communities that are highly functional, optimally designed for the
aging population, and created to provide a better price with higher
occupancy.

Assess & Navigate Economic Conditions to meet market demands
profitably and with a high quality execution.

Senior housing assets continue to have the strongest real estate industry fundamentals of all asset
classes. Combined with land prices, our entitlement process and cost of construction are well below
current available projects, thus creating excellent development opportunities.

“Real estate cannot be lost or stolen, nor can it be carried away. Purchased with common sense, paid in full,
and managed with reasonable care.... It is about the safest investment in the world.” - Franklin D. Roosevelt

Our Keys to Success

There is a demand and need for quality senior living communities. We are here to help you meet that
demand.



At Concord Development Partners, we are committed to our
core beliefs of integrity, transparency, risk management, capital
preservation and disciplined investing.

Our team of experienced management and investment
professionals are always open to discussing new projects and
opportunities that meet our requirements of excellence.

Continue to develop opportunities where
demand exceeds supply and creates excellent
opportunities for profit and growth
Constantly evaluate risk at every phase of the
development process 
Produce consistent investment returns from
our conservative under-writing approach
Continue to enhance the quality of life for our
seniors and make a difference within the
community

Continue to grow your retirement through
real estate investments
Invest in high yield opportunities over other
investment alternatives
Lower risk by leveraging institutional type
assets
Continue to enhance the quality of life for our
seniors and make a difference within the
community

IF CONCORD DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS TARGETED INVESTMENT STRATEGY IS SIMILAR TO
YOUR OWN PHILOSOPHY, LET’S CONNECT AND DEFINE OUR NEXT STEPS.

Partnering with 
Concord Development Partners

As your Partner, we will: As an Investor, you can:



Our 

Team
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At CDP, Brad is responsible for overseeing all development and acquisitions activities.
He creates and maintains ongoing relationships with new/existing lenders, investors
and vendors. Brad has built a diverse career in real estate finance, development,
brokerage, acquisitions and dispositions. 

Holding the prestigious Certified Commercial Investment Member (CCIM)
designation, Brad was also featured in the bestselling book “Brokers Who Dominate”.
He is also a licensed real estate broker in the State of Arizona. The Concord
Development Partners team brings a wealth of experience to the table with over
$500M of asset value in transactions

Brad began his real estate career in 2002, where he
founded Coral Cove Investments, a funding model for
syndicating real estate transactions. He created systems
and procedures to allow for national acquisitions and short
term dispositions. Since 2002, Brad has been involved in
excess of $500M in transactions. 

BRAD AHRENS | President
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James Nelson is a Principal and Head of Tri-State Investment Sales in Avison Young’s
New York City office where he leads a group of 30 professionals in the sale of
multifamily, office, development and retail properties. 

James most recently served as Vice Chairman of Cushman & Wakefield, where his team
marketed over $1 billion in listings, ranking him as the number one Investment Sales
broker nationwide in 2016. Prior, James was a partner and top producer for Massey
Knakal for six of their last eight years and was named the company’s youngest partner
in 2004. Throughout his 20-year career, James has been involved in the sale of over 400
properties and loans with an aggregate value of over $4 billion.

Jarvie joined Trammell Crow Residential (TCR) in May of 2016 and serves as the
Managing Director for the Mountain States division, overseeing the 2,300 units ($600M
of capitalization) the company has underway. 

Prior to joining TCR, Jarvie was the VP of Development for Real Capital Solutions in
Louisville, CO, where he oversaw a $350M portfolio of multi-family, senior and student
housing development investments. 

Prior to Real Capital Solutions, Jarvie spent 8 years with Vail Resorts Inc. in their resort
and hospitality development groups as the Director of Development. While at Vail
Resorts, Jarvie was involved in the development of $450M of resort condo, hotel, retail
and resort operations projects.

JAMES NELSON | Advisory Board

JARVIE WORCESTER | Advisory Board 
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Our Partners
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Want to know more about potential 
opportunities with Concord Development Partners?

A sample opportunity
Investment summary
Organization chart
Expected investment cycle
Potential funding schedule. 

For qualified investment partners, we have a sample Proforma Report that outlines:

This will give you a more detailed look into how we approach a profitable
investment opportunity.

Let’s connect and define the right next steps to a successful
partnership serving seniors with quality community options
that meet their needs.

14362 N Frank Lloyd Wright Blvd, Suite 1000 
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
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Request a complimentary sample proforma and our partnering process by
contacting the Concord Development Partners team today!

Email investor@cdpdevco.com 
to get your free Sample Proforma Report
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Nothing herein shall be construed as offering literature or a prospectus. No representation or warranties of any kind are intended to be made
herein or should be inferred with respect to the economic returns or tax consequences associated with an investment with Concord
Development Partners, LLC. 

This presentation may contain forward-looking statements relating to future events or the future performance of prior investment or the joint
venture. In some cases, forward looking statements may be identified by the use of terminology such as “may”, “will”, “should”, “plan”, “intend”
“anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate”, “predict”, “potential” or ”continue”, the negative of such terms or other comparable terminology. These
statements are only predictions. Actual events or results may differ materially. 

Certain of the factual statements made in the enclosed materials are based upon information from various sources. While such information is
believed to be reliable, neither Concord Development Partners, LLC, nor any of its affiliates has independently verified any of such information. 

The enclosed materials and their contents are strictly confidential. By acceptance of these materials, each recipient agrees to keep the materials
and their contents confidential and not to disclose them to anyone except such recipients legal and financial advisors, which advisors such
recipients will instruct to maintain these materials in confidence.

Disclaimers
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